Utility Obedience Test - Level #1 Score Sheet
Handler / Dog: __________________________________________
Date: ____/____/____
Judge: ________________________________________________
NOTE: IF A DOG SHOWS ANY AGGRESSION ON THIS TEST, HE IS
IMMEDIATELY DISQUALIFIED AND TO BE REMOVED FROM THE
TESTING AREA.
Obedience: (100 points maximum)
Heeling (off lead) _________ (20 pts.)
❏ Forging -2 (minor)
❏ Forging -4 (major)
❏ Crowding -2 (minor)
❏ Crowding -4 (major)
❏ Lagging -2 (minor)
❏ Lagging -4 (major)
❏ Wide on turns -2 (minor)
❏ Wide on turns -4 (major)
❏
❏
❏
❏

Poor Attention - 2 (minor)
Poor Attention - 4 (major)
Repeat Command -5 (minor - additional command)
Repeat Command -10(major - two or more commands)

Sit in Motion (off lead) _________ (20 pts.)
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Repeat command -5 (minor -additional command)
Repeat command -10 (major - two or more commands)
Dog breaks from sit stay before commanded -10 (major)
Dog slow in coming to heel - 4 (minor)
Dog slow in coming to heel - 8(major)
Dog does not finish to heel properly -4 (minor)
Dog does not finish to heel properly -8(major)

Recall through Stationary Subjects - _________ (20 pts.)
❏ Bumping bystander -8
❏ Leaving position too early - 8
❏ Dog/handler not close enough in line with subjects - 6
❏
❏
❏
❏

Slow recall -4 (minor)
Slow recall -8 (major)
Repeat command -5 (minor - additional command)
Repeat command -10 (major - two or more commands)

❏ Poor attention to handler -4 (minor)
❏ Poor attention to handler -8 (major)
❏ Improper finish -4

Distance Stay - 1 minute _________ (20 pts.)
❏
❏
❏
❏

Shifting in position -4 (minor)
Shifting in position -8 (major)
Dog breaks from position to attempt to get the ball - 4 (minor)
Dog breaks from position to attempt to get the ball or does touch the ball -20 (major)

Approachability ________ (20 pts.)
❏ Dog touches bystander -8
❏ Handler and/or dog not close enough to bystanders -5
❏ Dog shifting in position around bystanders -4 (minor)

❏ Dog shifting in position around bystanders -8 (major)

